
centralized sourcing excellence
A global innovator of technology partners with Kelly® to recruit 
top talent for a completely virtual contact center, sourced by a 
centralized team, in a virtual process for high-quality results.

One of the world’s fastest-growing technology companies was seeking 
a partner for workforce solutions with the capacity to recruit an 
especially large pool of talent. In order to support its growth across 
an already expansive business portfolio, the customer needed a small 
army of skilled advisors to answer customer service and technical 
support phone calls, using a completely virtual process, while also 
maintaining high-quality customer service. Kelly Services® implemented 
a centralized team that was dedicated to recruiting this critical talent 
pool in pace with the client’s fluctuating demands.

The challenge
The company manufactures and markets an array of leading mobile communication and 
media devices, personal computers, and portable digital music players, and also sells a 
variety of related software, services, peripherals, networking solutions, and third-party 
digital content. The client is committed to bringing the best user experience possible to its 
customer base—a business strategy that depends in part on ensuring a high-quality sales 
and post-sales support experience to those customers.

The company was facing a few recruiting challenges before it contracted with Kelly for 
a more technology-oriented workforce solution. Predictable spikes in call volume were 
occurring at new product releases, for buying surges in September when students were 
returning to school, and throughout the holiday season. During these high-volume periods, 
the client outsourced its recruiting and operations to contact center outsourcers. But since 
the client’s outsourced vendors were operating in brick-and-mortar facilities themselves, 
they did not have the capability to flex their staff when more resources were needed.

In addition to these temporarily outsourced sites, the client operated partially virtual 
programs that were run essentially as hub-and-spoke models: they would hire and train all 

Results at a Glance

Challenge

■  A leading technology firm, committed to a high-
quality service experience

■  A recruiting approach through brick-and-mortar 
facilities was limiting agility

■  Need for a more dynamic staffing model to source 
a high volume of talent

Solution

■  Implemented a program to support a more 
flexible, virtual part-time staff

■  Centralized, scalable recruiting team that on- and 
off-boards advisors virtually

■  Use of highly successful screening funnel and 
tools to identify ideal candidates

ReSult

■  50% improvement in speed-to-competency for 
new advisors: from 4 weeks to 2 weeks

■  Capacity to increase staffing by as much as 125% 
to meet high-volume demands

■  Funnel of 57,000+ candidates to 2,275+ advisors; 
rated No. 1 in customer service



of the required advisors in one geographical location, then send them 
home upon graduation to work virtually. Ideally, the Kelly Services team 
would need to devise a more dynamic staffing model that could meet the 
client’s talent requirements quickly during high-volume call times, or for 
other regular occasions like operating system upgrades or new product 
launches—all maintained and operated using a completely virtual model.

The solution
KellyConnect®, the specialized unit within Kelly that’s focused on contact 
center workforce solutions, was managing one of the client’s temporary 
“flex” brick-and-mortar sites, and had recently hired about 800 advisors 
for customer support during a high-volume month. After that success, 
Kelly pitched its concept for a more flexible, virtual part-time staff—
which would not only eliminate the cost of maintaining brick-and-mortar 
facilities, but provide both flex and “insta-flex” capabilities. This totally 
virtual solution would allow for flexibility during predictable or planned 
spikes in volume, and flex quickly beyond that capacity as needed 
whenever an unforeseen spike in volume called for the extra resources.

A centralized recruiting team was dedicated to supporting the program’s 
ongoing talent demands. The team comprised of 15 core KellyConnect 
recruiters, with the ability to ramp up to as many as 45 whenever needed. 
This centralized model allowed Kelly to rapidly train and deploy expert 
recruiters on a moment’s notice. The team’s approach also leveraged 
consistent processes for virtually on-boarding and off-boarding advisors, 
which greatly helped to meet the client’s tight timelines. And since soft 
skills were such an important aspect for candidates—both in terms of 
who would be successful in a virtual environment as well as in the client’s 
culture—the team used highly customer-specific behavioral interviews 
that worked to identify excellent prospects.

Meanwhile, they developed a highly successful screening funnel to 
identify the ideal candidates for such a specialized program. The central 
team cast a wide net to attract as many potential advisors across the 
nation as possible, and then followed a rigorous screening regimen 
to ensure reliable standards and quality placements. As a first step, 
applicants answered some automated prequalification questions that 
were hosted directly on Kelly Applicant Tracking System (ATS) software. 
Successful candidates were sent further assessments, targeted to their 
skill sets through the Kelly Agents of Excellence™ prescreening suite. 
Select applicants were next scheduled for interviews with a KellyConnect 
recruiter, using an innovative contact center technology that records all 
interviews. The team then used the tool for training all its new recruiters, 
which allowed for even more refined interviewing as the project matured.

The result
Ultimately, the recruiting team’s advanced use of technology allowed 
for shorter speed-to-competency: with a goal of about four weeks 
to proficiency for its new advisors, technology allowed for an overall 
reduction in training time of two weeks—50 percent faster. They added 

large waves of advisors into the program every other week or every 
month, while achieving at or below enterprise-average handling times. 
This cadence helped the client to maintain very accurate call forecasting, 
for exceptionally high customer service satisfaction. All hand-offs were 
coordinated through a central SharePoint® site, allowing for quicker, 
more consistent internal on-boarding.

Many quantifiable outcomes from the program also support the team’s 
forward-thinking approach and success in better managing the client’s 
high-volume staffing solution. In the program’s first year, the Kelly team 
sourced a highly capable pool of virtual contact center talent that hailed 
from 31 states and 140+ cities across the nation—and can increase 
staffing requirements by as much as 125 percent to meet sudden 
changes in call volume demand. Other significant metrics from the year 
are captured below.

The team’s innovative recruiting approach has enabled Kelly to launch 
massive waves of new advisors practically on demand, while consistently 
maintaining top customer service satisfaction scores—currently rated 
No. 1 in a very competitive industry.

For more information on how Kelly can deliver an effective high-volume 
recruiting solution to support your business needs, call your local Kelly 
branch or visit kellyservices.us today.
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the ReCRuiting funnel
Step number Percentage of total
Candidates applied: 57,321  100%
Candidates sent prescreening test: 44,226   77%
Candidates interviewed: 5,464  9.5%
Submitted to on-boarding: 4,156  7.3%
Offers extended:  2,569  4.5%
Offers accepted: 2,282  4.0%
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